
Grand Alpa A 7820-2
Your apartment on wheels
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Big, bigger, Grand Alpa

ªª Unusual for motorhomes: The stylish and modern wall combination with a beautiful vitrine. The innovative illumination system 
creates an atmosphere such as at home and lights up the walls and curtains

ªª The single beds in the Overcab are simply convertible to a double bed and 
easy-to-access by using the wide fold-away stairs

ªª Spacious, illuminated cupboards with multiple racks and drawers to store your 
clothes and accessories

The Alpa is the result of one of the exciting customer 
projects. Now Dethleffs present the big brother of 
the successful model for couples who travel alone.

Generous space proportions let’s you easily forget 
that you are not at home but in an outstanding  
comfortable motorhome with a cosy ambience. 

Further information can be found at:   
www.dethleffs.co.uk/alpa



The Grand Alpa shows at first sight that it has not 
looked for a pragmatic room solution but for a  
living environment. In the 360° U-shapped lounge 
you can calmly put up your feet and have a wonder-
ful view to the outside through the panoramic 

window. The chic wall combination with integrated 
vitrine is located next to the panoramic window and 
offers many creative possibilities. 

ªª Space and elbow room should be standard for real luxury in a motorhome. The Grand Alpa offers more than enough

Better Lifestyle on wheels

ªª The standard version of Grand Alpa includes the wood décor Virginia 
Oak with matt surfaces in leather optic which are reflected in many 
different furniture elements of the vehicle. Those who want more 
elegance for the interior can decide in favor of high-gloss applications 
in modern White (option)

ªª Virginia Oak | Master Gloss 
Alaska White (option)

ªª Virginia Oak | Welsh White

ªª Amaro ªª Glamour

ªª Real leather  
Skylight (option)



Thoughtout functionality
The generousity of the living room can also be found 
in the bathroom and kitchen. A lot of space in front 
of the kitchen, home-like armatures and an extractor 
fan are not only practical but also exceptionally com-

fortable. Also the bathroom is real room wonder. 
One door connects the shower and the toilet room 
for a large bathroom which  creates a great space 
and lots of elbow room. 

ªª Exclusive Gourmet Plus kitchen taken over from the Dethleffs Premium Class 
vehicles with large drawers and XXL fridge

ªª Your bathroom has fantastic lighting and great comfort ªª Lots of elbow room in the separate shower cubicle with 
Plexiglass doors

ªª 3-flame gas hob with powerful burners



ªª Amaro:  Huge Panoramic U-shaped lounge with a great space for enjoying meal times, relaxing or watching TV (option) 



Learn about other Dethleffs motorhomes! Many thanks for  
your interest in our Grand Alpa A 7820-2 model. Other stylish models of  
our mainstream and Premium segment can be found in our additional  
brochures. More information can be sent upon request. We kindly ask  
you to contact us via the phone or to order the brochures via the internet: 
www.dethleffs.co.uk.

Subject to change, errors excepted. 
Please note that the pictures of this brochures also show alternative  
designs or optional fittings at extra costs. Detailed information about  
specification and equipment can be found on a separate sheet.  
Colours will differ.  

ªª White (standard) ªª  Titansilver Metallic 
Code: 9110

Dethleffs GmbH & Co. KG
Arist-Dethleffs-Straße 12 | D-88316 Isny
Phone +49 7562 987 0 | www.dethleffs.co.uk | info@dethleffs.co.uk
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Exterior design variants

ªª  White Titansilver Metallic  
Code: 5708
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